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Pick a NUMBER that goes with the ITEMS listed below.  Choose from the 
numbers given.  The numbers may be used more than once. 

Teeth ____________

Legs ____________

Splint bones ____________

Flanks ____________

Ergots ____________

Chestnuts ____________

Bars ____________

Ribs (sets) ____________

Cervical vertebra ____________

Polls ____________ 

Hooves ____________

One,    Two,    Three,    Four,    Seven,    Eight,    Nine,    Ten,    Fourteen,    Sixteen,    Eighteen, 
Thirty to thirty four,    Thirty six to forty,    Forty two to forty eight. 

MATCH the DISEASE or unsoundness and its main CHARACTERISTIC or 
presentation.

Laminitis/Founder ____________

Colic ____________

Flu ____________

Splint ____________

Strangles ____________

Tying up ____________

EPM ____________

Abscess in the foot ____________

Bowed tendon ____________

Scratches ____________

Heaves ____________

Quarter crack ____________

Corneal abrasion ____________

a) General discomfort with sweating, pacing, getting up and down, elevated respiration and 
pulse.

b) Pain often to the point that one leg or foot is non weight-bearing.
c) Fever, nasal discharge, cough.
d) Crack in the hoof wall along the side of the foot that may extend from the ground all the way 

up to the coronary band.  May be more painful the farther up the hoof wall it extends.
e) Swelling, heat and pain on the back aspect of the lower leg above the fetlock and below the 

knee accompanied by at least moderate lameness.
f) Firm lump on the inside or outside of the cannon bone often with heat and pain, with or 

without lameness.
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g) Shifting joint pain sometimes accompanied by ataxia (not walking with the hind legs 
following the front legs properly and normally) or dis-coordination.

h) Sudden unwillingness to more forward normally, especially after standing still briefly.  
Increasing levels of stiffness over a few minute period. 

i) Crusty or greasy skin and hair coat, possibly swollen and painful, often lumpy with hair loss.
j) Difficulty exhaling completely.  Often accompanied by cough with exercise and with a 

noticeable line along the diaphragm (at the bottom edge of the rib cage) when breathing.
k) Nasal discharge and fever along with swelling at the jaw and throat junction even to the 

point of abscess.
l) Heat and pain in both front and sometimes rear feet with accompanying rocking on the heals 

along with sometimes sever discomfort in walking.
m) Squinting, tearing and possibly a visible “blue” spot on the surface of the eye.

Mark each statement as TRUE or FALSE.

1)  Shoulder-in, leg yielding, and turn on the haunches are all LATERAL exercises.

TRUE                     FALSE

2)   Square and Swedish OXERS are normal parts of most HUNTER classes 3’ and higher.

TRUE                     FALSE

3)   In JUMPER classes the TIME taken to complete the course is the only consideration in 
placing the class.

TRUE                     FALSE

4)   Good quality HAY should be green, sweet smelling, clean and dry.

TRUE                     FALSE

5)   Mares come in heat and can be bred twice per year.

TRUE                     FALSE

6)   ETHJA, USEF, USET and the Maclay are equitation classes offering year end final 
competitions each year.

TRUE                     FALSE

7)   Horses have two PEDAL or COFFIN bones in each foot.

TRUE                     FALSE


